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Change in Nominating System Proposed
c t o r s G iv e

Eminent Anthropologist Federal History
Research Work
“t o !{C om m ittee to Select
kree One-Acts
To Speak in Missoula
Shows Progress
T on ig h t at 8
By Committee IQualified Candidates
During Interscholastic
isquers to Present Plays,
Group Examining Public, Private
Records in Compilation
Of Reference List

As Part o f Spring
Dramatics Bill

at Union Theater

Dr. Ales Hrdlicka, Curator o f Smithsonian Institute
Division, Is Secured by University Sociology
Head for Address During Track Meet

Work on the Montana division of
the Federal History project is pro
gressing favorably, Professor P. C.
Phillips, head of the university his
tory and political science depart
Dr. Ales Hrdlicka, curator of the physical anthropology divi ment and state director of the pro
sion in the Smithsonian institution, Washington, D. C., will ject, said yesterday.

loy, H. Shaw and Corry
Direct; No Seats
speak in Missoula, May 13, according to an announcement made
by Dr. Harry Turney-High, chairman of the university depart
Reserved
ment of economics and s o c io l o g y ;— —-----------------------;------------ontana Masquers will present Dr. Turney-High received an af
ie "one-act plays, “The Banns of firmative answer yesterday to his
riage,” “ Suppressed Desires,” recent request that Dr. Hrdlicka
“In the Suds,” tonight at 8 stop off in Missoula while en route
•jck in the Student Union the- to Seattle.
Stndents will be admitted
Dr. Hrdlicka is internationally
i presentation of A. S. U. M. recognized as one of the world’s
is at the door. There will be pre-eminent physical anthropolo
eserved seats.
gists and is perhaps the outstand
'he Banns of Marriage,” an ing authority regarding the origins
lish folk comedy by Charles of ancient man in the new world.
pictures a prospective hus- He is the author of many books re
1 trying to obtain marriage garding the American Indian and
is at the lowest possible price, his early culture traits. On May
scene is in the study of an 15 he will leave Seattle for Alaska
lish parsonage, the home of the where he will lead a large expedi
Cyril Bestwick. The cast is tion in search of traces of ancient
e up of William Gail, Billings; man in that vicinity and investigate
i Christian!; Red Lodge; Castle further the probability of an Aleu
mton, Billings, and Helen Hal tian land bridge connection be
il, Anaconda. The play is under tween America and Asia.
directorship of Peter Meloy,
Divergent Theories Pondered
nsend.
Anthropologists are split be
uppressed Desires," a modern tween two theories of the means
;dy based on various phases of whereby the American continent
liology such as repressions, in- was populated by emigrations from
lons and the interpretation of Asia. One group maintains that
ms, was written by Susan ancient man crossed by means of
pell and George Cram Cook, a sea voyage in the vicinity of the
set has modernistic furniture Aleutian islands, while the other
the backgrounds picture sky- faction. considers the short strait
pers. The scene is an apart- separating northern Alaska and
: studio in New York. The play Siberia as the most probable route.
rected by Andrew Corry. MemHrdlicka hopes that his forth
o£ the cast are Robert Bates, coming expedition will throw addi
t- Falls, and Maryalys Marrs tional light upon this subject.
Katherine Phelan, Missoula,
The 69-year-old scientist has led
i the Siids,” a fifteenth century expeditions into practically every
ch farce dealing with the story section of the world and has been
downtrodden husband, was decorated by numerous foreign sci
slated into English verse by entific associations in recognition
ard and Rose Hewitt. The of his contributions to man’s
is made up of Kai Heiberg, knowledge of the past. In addition
oula; Patricia M c D o n a l d , to his duties as curator of the
s,. and Nan Shoemaker, Mis- Smithsonian institution he is editor
,r. The play is directed by of the American Journal of Phys
ical Anthropology of which he was
ild Shaw, Missoula,
e entire production will be the founder in 1916.
Turney-High Comments
r the general directorship of
“No more celebrated or interna
Barnard Hewitt, instructor of
latics. The following are stu- tionally renowned figure has fa
assistants: Don Larson, Great vored Missoula in years,” said Dr.
i, stage manager; Mark Per- Turney-High yesterday. “ I hope
, Sheridan, electrician; Doris that the many activities of Inter
neon, Missoula, costume mis- scholastic track meet week will not
; Carol Wood, Libby, makeup, prevent a capacity audience of gen
Lela Woodgerd, Missoula, uinely interested individuals from
[attending Dr. Hrdlicka’s lecture.”
ertles.

paries Hackett, Agnes Davis
Will Appear in Joint Recital

Fraternity Names
24 to Committees
For Military Ball
Non-Commissioned Officers Assist
In Preparations; Dance Is
Set for April 17
Twenty-four non-commissioned
officers of the Grizzly battalion
have been added to the general
committees to make preparations
for the first annual military ball
being sponsored by the local chap
ter of Scabbard and Blade, April 17.
Sophomores are assisting in
ticket sales and will aid in decorat
ing, publicity, arrangements and
with the grand march. Advanced
course men will form an honor
arch for the Co-ed Colonel at the
opening of the ball and will assist
in preparing for the grand march.
Sophomores who have- been se
lected to help committee members
are: Jack Preston, Great Falls;
Norris Quam, Great Falls; Robert
Van Haur, Hilger; Bernard Sjaholm, Great Falls; Melvin Singleton, Vida; Walter Shaw, Missoula;
Harvey Sannon, Anaconda; Ed
Leipheimer, Butte; Lester Engbrltson, Missoula; Peter Murphy, Stevensville; Robert Mountain, Shel
by; Dean Doak, Twin Bridges; Bill
Jennings, Twin Bridges; Earl
Helms, Heron; Orville Lang, Mis
soula; Carl Chambers, Billings;
Rylin Janes, Miles City; Victor
D’Orazi, Missoula; Paul Chumrau,
Anaconda; George Hanson, Glen
dive; Tom Lajuenesse, Livingston;
Stanley Petro; Lewistown; Ned
Newton, Billings, and Don Larson,
Thompson Falls.

Central Board
Elects Sullivan
Aber Manager
Football Captain Named;
Five Other Three-Letter
Athletes Considered
John Sullivan, Butte, was selec
ted manager of the 1936 Aber day
by Central board last Tuesday as
arrangements for the heavy sched
ule of spring activities began to
take shape.
Sullivan, who is a senior this
year, holds three football letters
and served as captain of the 1935
team. The other three-letter men
who were considered by the board
were Henry Blastic, Chicago, three
letters in football and basketball;
Bob Breen, Butte, three letters in
football; Louis Hartsell, Anaconda,
three football letters; Ben Taylor,
Troy, who will serve his third year
on the varsity track team this
spring, and Eugene Davis, Mis
soula, who will also be on the track
varsity for the third time this
spring.
A committee appointed to invest
igate the possibilities of arranging
the activities of Aber day in such
a way as to keep the students on
the campus during the afternoon,

The undertaking consists of the
examination and listing of texts
and contents of all state records
which may contain historical ref
erences. The city, county and state
records throughout the state will
be examined as well as private rec
ords of Individuals, clubs, churches
and other organizations in the his
torical centers of the state. Sev
eral university students are among
those working under the direction
of Dr. Phillips.
When completed the project will
furnish a complete list of historical
references of the early days in
Montana.

Tanan-of-Spur
Will Entertain
Frosh Women
Honorary Society Plans
Saturday Afternoon Tea
At Kappa House
Tanan - of - Spur, s o p h o m o r e
women’s honorary organization,
extends an invitation to all fresh
man women to a tea in their honor,
Saturday afternoon from 3 to 6
o'clock, at the Kappa Kappa Gam
ma house, 1005 Gerald avenue.
In the receiving line will be Mrs.
George Finlay Simmons, faculty
adviser of the Spurs; Mrs. Mary
Elrod Ferguson, dean of women,
and Jean Fritz, president of the
Spur chapter.
Olive McLeod, Missoula, is in
charge of arrangements. On the re
freshment committee are Kay Albee, Deer Lodge; Luana Warren,
Glendive, and Mona Kerruish, Deer
Lodge. Mary Bosseler, Dutton, Is
in charge of flowers, and the pub
licity committee is made up of Nan
Shoemaker and Lela Woodgerd,
both of Missoula.
It is through functions of this
nature that an estimate of next
year's membership is secured. The
Spurs urge all freshman women to
attend.

Simmons Names Matson
Chairman of Group .
To Make Reports

Wide Study Planned
Bacteriologist Is Chosen
As Member of Smaller
Executive Body
In order to meet the new demands
which the increased attendance at
the university requires of the
health service department, a fac
ulty committee on health has been
organized to make a broad study
of the whole problem of student
health, according to an announce
ment made by the president’s of
fice yesterday.
The committee, of which Dr. G.
A. Matson, who is head of the bac
teriology division, is chairman, will
meet with President George Fin
lay Simmons at regular intervals.
Each member of the committee was
selected because of his special
training in fields pertaining to
health, or general student welfare.
An attempt will be made to co
ordinate the health service with the
teaching courses. Members of the
committee will assist in attending
to the general health of all stu
dents on the campus.
The policy-making committee
consists of Dr. G. A. Matson, chair
man; Dr. Leon Richards, professor
of pharmacy, vice-chairman; Mrs.
Monica Swearingen, director of the
residence halls; Mary Elrod Fer
guson, dean of women; J. E. Miller,
dean of men; W. E. Schreiber,
chairman of the physical education
department; J. B. Speer, business
manager; Dr. J. P. Rowe; Dr. F. D.
Pease, county health officer, and
Dr. J. P. Richey, president of the
Missoula county medical society.
A sub-committee appointed to
take charge of the administration
of the health service consists of
Dr. G. A. Matson, Dr. Leon Rich
ards and Mrs. A. F. LeClaire.
Dr. Pease and Dr. Ritchey were
selected to offer suggestions from
the standpoint of the county health
office and the professional doc
tors of Missoula.

Non-fraternity and non-sorority
students in the humanities division
(majors in art, foreign languages,
library economy and English) will
meet in the large meeting room of
the Student Union building Friday
at 4 o'clock for the purpose of
electing a delegate to the studentElmer Link, Billings, a former faculty council. Pam Fergus will
student, has returned to school.
preside at the meeting.

Is Hauptmann the Only One?
* * * * *

in
star of La Scala in Milan, the San
dents Can Get Concert Carlo in Naples, Convent garden in
London, the Paris opera, the Chi
ickets by Presenting
The law school betting commis
cago Civic opera and numerous
sioners and various and sundry
Activity Cards
other theaters.
self appointed bookies in the camp
Miss Davis, who will sing with
us fraternity dwellings, the Stu
arles Hackett, America’s great Mr. Hackett, was born in Colorado,
dents’ store and other congregat
mtic tenor, and Agnes Davis, Springs, Colorado, and first gained
ing places for the idle Montana
g American soprano, will sp national recognition as winner of
undergraduate hold the New Jer
in a Joint recital at the Stu- the Atwater Kent radio contest in
sey grand jury in ill repute these
Union theater at 8 o’clock on 1927. She then studied for five
days. The reason? Well, it seems
aesday evening, April 8. The years under Emilio de Gogorza in
that the wise guys were posting fa
ram is brought to the campus Philadelphia. Her first important
vorable
odds that the sovereign
igh the efforts of the outside concert engagement was with Leo
state of Joisey would exaot.the full
■tainment committee in co-op- pold Stokowski and the Phila
penalty
of
the law as w^Jvhedule
on with the Missoula Com delphia orchestra. From that time
Tuesday evening by ^m-rOcutlng
ity Concert association,
she has appeared e x t e n s i v e l y
Bruno Richard Hau idann. Such
ldents will be admitted free throughout the United States and
favorable odds as thi% to one were
barge. Tickets may be ob-_ is this season dividing her time be
posted by the expert observers of
■d at the A.S.U.M. office in the* tween personal appearances and
the many complex ramifications of
ant Union building on Monday, joint appearances with Hackett.
the famous case.
The first part of their joint pro
day and Wednesday, April 8, 7
In one fraternity house, disgust
8 upon presentation of student gram consists of two individual
ed wagerers upon hearing a 5:45
Ity cards.
groups of songs, one by the soo’clock radio broadcast that Haupt
arles Hackett was born in prano and the other by the tenor.
mann was being prepared for his
tester,^Massachusetts, and be- After the intermission, they emerge reported to the board that no detlast saunter paid the confident
together
in
costume
and
do
such
I
inite
plans
could
be
made,
hts career as a choir boy. He
America to study’ in Italy and operatic love episodes as the let-1In the past the morning of Aber [bookie and checked it off,to profit
i his debut in Genoa. Prom ter scene from “ Manon,” the gar- day has been devoted almost ex- and loss. Half an hour later the
<his climb to fame was steady. den scene from “ Romeo and Jul- clusively to work on the campus, betting specialist was besieged
Edition to singing hundreds of let,” and the duet which ends the The campus was cleaned up and with creditors clamoring “ I told
rubbish destroyed.
arts, he has been the feature first act of “ Boheme.’

Is Suggested in Plan

Sixty Per Cent Suspect Accomplices
Meanwhile, with another reprieve
for the accused baby killer im
pending, Kaimin news sleuths
Thursday conducted a survey as to
campus opinion upon the case.
Three questions were asked: Is
Hauptmann merely a fall guy be
ing sacrificed to save the faces of
the police and the Department of
Investigation? Is he guilty as
charged of the murder as well as
the kidnaping? Is he merely one
of those concerned In the case?
Results of the investigation:
Sixty per cent of the students
and faculty members asked for
their opinions agreed with the lat
ter hypothesis, namely that Haupt
mann was one of those concerned.
Thirty per cent stated that they
believed Hauptmann was convicted
largely upon circumstantial evi
dence and a great deal of the evi
dence offered -at the trial “ looked
as if it were framed by the state.”
Only 10 per cent were satisfied
with the case as it stands and pro
fessed to believe that “Hauptmann
is the right man.”

Proposed Plan and Present System
PRESENT ELECTION PROVISION OF THE CONSTITUTION
1. Each candidate must be nominated by a petition bearing at
least 10 signatures of active members of the A. S. U. M. and the
signature of the candidate. Petitions must bear registrar’s cer
tificate of eligibility. Petitions shall be filed with the student
auditor who will keep secret the names of candidates until five
days before election.
2. In case there is but one candidate for election, the student
body shall be given the opportunity of writing in their choice for
office at th'e primary. The one receiving the greatest number of
votes shall be nominated to .oppose the regularly nominated can
didate, provided he receives 10 or more votes and consents to be
a candidate.
3. Nominations shall be posted or published in the Kaimin
five days prior to the election.
THE PROPOSED PLAN
1. Nominating committee shall be created, composed of the
president and vice-president of Pan-Hellenic council, the president
and vice-president of Interfraternity council, the president and
vice-president of the Independent council, the sophomore and a
junior representative to Central board and a faculty member.
2. Each group (individual fraternity or sorority or group of
independents) shall give to the committee a list of their members
whom they think qualified to hold offices. From these lists the
committee shall select four whom they believe to be the best
qualified for each office.
3. The committee shall give no publicity on the selected can
didates until the day before election.

Student-Faculty Organization
Will Have Meeting April 9

Mortar Board
Backing Move
For New Body
Group W ould C h o o s e
Campus Office-Seekers
On Merit Basis
Aimed toward the purifica
tion of campus politics, a
change in the system of nom
inations for student elections
was proposed to Interfratemity
council, Pan-Hellenic council
and the Independent council by
Mortar board at a joint meet
ing of the groups in the Stu
dent Union building last night.
The plan, which was worked out
by a committee from Mortar board
from suggestions made by the n a -.
tional office of the senior women’s,
honorary, calls for a nominating t
committee of students. The cornel
mittee is to be composed of the
president and vice-president of In
terfraternity council, Pan-Hellenic
council, the Independent council
and the sophomore-and one junior .1
representative on Central board. A
faculty member may be selected to
have a vote only in case of a tie.
Would Sdect Four

Representative of Every
Division to Be Elected
By Next Thursday
With nearly all of the delegates
to the Student-Faculty council
chosen, the faculty committee of
the council met yesterday to set the
date of the first meeting of the new
quasi-legislative body for Thurs
day, April 9 at 4 o’clock in the
Student Union building.
All of the fraternities and sor
orities have chosen their delegates.
All schools and departments except
the business administration school,
the music school and the human
ities and physical science divisions
have chosen their representatives.
The Independent delegates are:
South hall, Douglas Williams,
Butte; North hall, Letltia Kleinhans, Somers; Corbin hall, Thelma
Warrington,
Chester;
forestry
school, Orville Sparrow, Anaconda;
journalism school, Garfield Letch
er, Whitefish; law school, Emmett
Angland, Great Falls; pharmacy
school, Tom Ogle, Butte; education
school, Duane Dugan, Whitefish;
biological sciences division, Dick
Ormsbee, Helena; social sciences,
Bob Rutherford, Missoula, and
Ralph Dllts, Miles City. The dele
gate from the Independent organ
izatlon as a whole is Pam Fergus,
Armells.
The remainder of the delegates
will be chosen before the first
meeting of the council. Arrange
ments are being made for the coun
cil to swing into efficient operation
as soon as possible.
With the meeting Thursday the
two-year trial perod granted the
council by a vote of the student
body will be officially begun. The
next two school years will provide
a test for the plan, by which the
students may judge the merits of
the council. A vote to determine
whether the plan is a success will
be taken in January, 1938.
WEATHER FORECAST
(U. S, Weather Bureau)
Mostly unsettled tonight and
Saturday; light snow prob
able; little change In tempera
ture.

Foresters Leave
I
Qn Trip April 24
Fay Clark and Thirteen Students
Will Take Spring Trek
Professor Fay Clark of the for
estry school has announced that
the date for the senior foresters’
spring trip will be April 24 to May
17, inclusive.
The foresters will be accom
panied by Professor Clark. Their
route will, traverse northwestern
Montana, northern Idaho, Oregon,
Washington and northern Califor
nia. They will visit the various
forestry experiment stations, ■log
ging camps, and woodworking
plants and all of the national parks
on the route.
The spring trip, which is an an
nual outing, is for senior students
in the forestry school exclusively.
Fourteen persons, including Pro
fessor Clark, will make the trip.
Jane Burnett, Lewistown, who
enrolled last fall as the youngest
student in the university, has with
drawn from school.

The committee would receive pe
titions for nomination from individ
uals, or individual groups. From
these petitions they are to pick four
candidates for* each office on a
merit basis. These candidates are
to be placed on the primary ballot
Under the rules of the proposal
there is to be no publicity of the
candidates chosen by the committ
ee until the day before the pri
maries. Individual campaigns are
to be carried bn by the two who
are qualified to run in the finals.
Ask Merit Basis
Before the meeting closed a mo
tion was passed that the groups at
tending the meeting recommend to
the members of their organizations
that nominations for student of
fices in the spring elections be
made on a merit basiB alone.
. Under the plan no present con
stitutional provisions will be in
fringed upon. The proponents of
the plan stated that the number of
students petitioning for nomination
would not be limited; the four can
didates chosen as the best qualified
by the committee would only be
recommendations. Any one, ac
cording to the plan, wlll.be able to
file petitions, independent of the
proposed committee.

Central Board Will Provide
Funds for Court Repairs
steel nets for the courts and the
rebuilding of the backstop of the
south courts were among the pro
posals of the committee. It was
also proposed, that, if the funds are
Central board voted Tuesday to available, the concrete be extended
provide for the expenditure of the ten feet from the ends of the
3600 surplus from the 1935-36 courts.
budget of A. S. U. M. funds for the
The committee’s report suggest
repairing of campus tennis courts. ed that the money might also be
A committee, composed of Jo expended on the removal of the
Marsh, Poison; Tom Roe, Ana rock-garden in front of the Student
conda; Charles Whittinghill, Hel Union building and the planting of
ena, and Professor A. K. Smith, grass in the space between the
which was previously appointed to library and the law buildings. Cen
look into expending the surplus, tral board abandoned this plan in
was retained by the board to ascer favor of the repairs on the courts.
tain the actual cost of the proposed
A request from the minor sports
repairs.
management that certain tennis
The committee reported on the courts be reserved for two hours
condition of the courts at the meet each day for the tennlB teams was
ing Tuesday. The purchase of granted by the board.

University Team Granted
Two Hours Reserve
For Each Day

Friday, April 3 , 1£
THE
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more truly representative o f the capabilities of
Montana undergraduates will be the eventual
winning entries.
The English department is sponsoring two
contests, one the Annie Joyce prize competition
for the best undergraduate short story, the
other the Frontier and Midland Poetry contest.
To those individuals primarily interested in his
torical research the annual Bennett Essay con
test offers substantial financial encouragement

Subscription price $2.60 per year

as well.
Nor are the purse poor but idea rich limited
to campus contests for remuneration. Numer
ous magazines and newspapers advertise oppor
tunities to win everything from five dollar
“ Keeping Up With the W orld” prizes to 1936
cars or round the world tours. The radio
nightly pleads for contributions to slogan com
PESSIMISM
Readers of Frank H. Simonds’ works prob petitions; billboards cry for them.
No longer need the poor collegian search in
ably have adopted the sanest attitude toward
the European situation — “ sanest” because vain for the wherewithal to pay o ff that long
they have been prepared for events which are overdue debt, to buy that new spring outfit, to
taking place, and, being prepared, have not see that big show or to drop or add another
been hasty in their condemnation of one or course. There’s contests galore, his for the
more European powers. For America at this getting.
time, the proper view is one o f wide-awake
interest in all the facts and the arguments of
Contemporaries’ Opinions
all the nations. He who makes hasty condem
nations is guilty of ignorance of the series of
Four Years Equal One Degree, Little Learning
events which have brought about the tensity,
Soon the senior will leave the university, a
of the' present situation.
diploma in hand, four years of haphazard
Simonds has pointed out since Versailles — effort behind him, a confused mass of ill-di
and his articles from 1915 to 1936 are available gested knowledge in his head. He is appalled
at the library — that the European situation at the realization of how inadequately has been
could not and can not remain tranquil as long spent his college life, his golden opportunity of
as some nations feel that the peace treaty was acquiring a useful well-rounded education.
concocted by the victors and inflicted upon the
W ork indiscriminately assigned by profes
vanquished. The Wilson idealism which first
sors who seemingly consider their course the
swept America and Uien Europe has been re
only one taken his made impossible the full
vealed in all its lack of practicality, with bitter
utilization of this opportunity. It is in the
ness and poverty the result of his warm
vitally important final years that the student
hearted attempts to make the W orld war the
suffers the impact of this tremendous mass of
last war. As long as the victors of the con
work, for it is then that he participates in the
flict were anxious to maintain the status quo,
other activities so necessary to a liberal educa
as long as peoples historically dominant were
tion. Moreover, it is then, if even, that,he con
forced to play second fiddle on the European
sciously applies himself to his work, realizing
stage, as long as nations pursued nationalistic
how well he can utilize his time.
policies and entered international conferences
The fault then ties in too much work in these
not for international conciliation but for home
important years, and for remedy we must go
consumption —■such events as the reoccupation
back to the moment, the hopeful freshman en
of the Rhineland must result.
ters the university. Casual advisers mechan
. Prank H. Simonds has been criticised as too ically route these uncertain students into vari
pessimistic. But will not the facts bear out ous channels with a maximum of efficiency and
his stand? .Germany believes that its plight a minimum o f personal interest and considera
was the result of Versailles; Italians are dis tion, making little effort to plan a program
gusted at the Fiume and Roumanian settle with four-year foresight. These first years,
ments; Poland fears Russian and German ag when the student is not overly occupied with
gression in the east and northwest, respectively ether activities, is the time to lay a thorough
(even in the face of the German-Polish pact). and careful foundation for his later work, and
Vienna— glittering capital of a great political thus remove much of the load in the later years
and economic empire— is reduced to despera when there is so much else to do.
tion by the slicing of the old Hapsburg domain.
But the student does not get adequate coun
Aggressive minorities and triumphant major sel, and he fumbles along uncertainly among
ities struggle in'every Balkan state. And, top a maze of subjects with little idea as to their
ping everything, miserable poverty stretches value to his purpose. When he finally realizes
from Leningrad to Barcelona and from Copen the wealth of knowledge that a university edu
hagen to Athens.
cation can offer to the conscientious students,
France is anxious to maintain its position, it is too late. His hands are tied with required
secured at the expense of the defeated nations; courses he must complete for his degree and he
it has won for itself allies in the Balkans and has no time to acquire an education.— The Min
now Russia to barricade itself against a Mittel- nesota Daily.
europa. England remains guided by commer
cial and territorial policy.
The Race Is On
: Which nation has right on its side? Which
Great Britain has joined the world arma
nation is'w rong? Can France, war-tom for
ment race by announcing a defense expansion
centuries, be condemned because it desires se
program so vast and flexible that no attempt
curity? America cannot understand because
was made to estimate the cost. '
it has no fears of — say — Canadian aggres
The air force is the center of expansion, but
sion. Gan Germany be blamed because it
huge increases for the army and navy, together
wishes to restore for itself a position of dom
with plans for mobilizing industry also were
inance? America cannot understand because
disclosed.
its history is not marked by intense rivalry
This announcement has been interpreted as
with other nations. Can Viennese be blamed
a warning to Japan, Italy and Germany that
because they regret that the fine old capital of
Great Britain refuses to allow them to build
eastern Europe is robbed of its prominence?
beyond her in defense articles.
America cannot understand because it can
This new policy seems to be the result of a
never fully appreciate the bitterness of a people
considerable study of comparative strength of
who have been shunted to the back stage.
other countries in relation to Great Britain.
The events in Europe are the unmistakable
Exactly what effect this will have upon other
results of Versailles. The situation is deplor
powerful nations is uncertain, but this one
able, but’ the glory of national colors, and —
thing is certain: The building of war imple
more to the point— the pangs of hunger break
ments goes on and on and this is not the path
even the strongest international chains.
way to peace.— Oklahoma Daily.
Printed by the School o f Journalism Press

“ BURN THE MIDNIGHT OIL!’’
Bulletin boards all over the campus herald
the approach of April, of spring and numerous
contests of one kind or another, all of which
afford ready cash to the financially bereft who
are willing to devote a bit of time and effort
toward seeking honor and money in these vari
ous competitions. It is perhaps somewhat ma
terialistic to call attention to the remunerative
possibilities of these intellectual pursuits but
that is at least one convincing argument which
may encourage additional entries.
Evidently too little attention is being paid
to the various fields of endeavor which may
be entered by those seriously interested. Per
haps the reason is that in the past no one has
ever called to their attention the fact that
“ thar’s gold in them t har’ things.” Unques
tionably more students are intellectually cap
able of submitting contributions to these con1ests than has been the case in previous years.
The more the merrier the competition and the
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all those born under the sign of the
Goat, but will not be so good for
I those who play the part of this
austere animal.
Good tidings are in store for
those who write simple verses on
Christmas cards, the man who says,
“ Time Marches On,” male competi
tors in Diaper Derbies, Florida
A New Deal in Education
real estate agents, beach combers
We’re looking for a new deal school and holders of unsuccessful tickets
The thing for which we seek
on the Irish Sweepstakes.
Is where yon get your pay for
Forebodings of ill fall to Joe
attending
Louis’ future opponents, Swiss bell
And the class meets once a week. ringers; manufacturers of celluloid
collars, bassoon players and col
Where the teachers always tip
lectors of the moustache cups.
their hats
Persons born on this date will be
And inquire of your health
extremely fond of eating weiners
Where come the sons of mlllionand sauerkraut before going to bed
„
alres
but will suffer the usual conse
Who really share the wealth.
quences.
Where the lecturer stands to give
his talk
The after date phase
On a full eight gallon keg
Which is always sweet
Where you listen if you want to
Is when she says
While you munch a chicken leg.
“ Come home and eat.”

A ROUNDER
and

*— ABOUT — 1

Where they give you real courses
And then there is the one about
As Picnicking, 13A
the football player from the barber
Where you go in early evening
college who couldn’t understand
After snoozing all the day
why his team should be penalized
Where tuition is for nothing
for clipping.
And the school buys all the beers
Where you always go up grade
A survey conducted lately dis
points
closed the following movie stars to
And stay at least ten years.
be the favorites of certain profes
sions:
Dear Rounder:
1. Helen Twelvetrees and Jack
I am behind a bunch of grade
Oakie—Foresters.
points and the Deans are becom
2. Ethel Waters and George Raft
ing irate. What should I do?
—Sailors.
Delbert
3. Ted Healy—Shoe Repairmen.
4. Franchot Tone—Musicians.
Dear Delbert:
Go into the plumbing school and
6. The
Barrymores — Under
get yourself some pipe courses.
takers.
The Rounder
6. Norma Shearer—Barbers
7. Frederick March—Soldiers.
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8. Helen Hayes—Farmers.
9. Claude Rains—Meteorologists.
Today will prove successful to

Fraternities will hold sway in
entertaining this week-end. Three
houses will burst into the spotlight
of the spring social season with in
formal firesides. Friday night Sig
ma Nu will be the fireside host,
and Saturday night members of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Sigma
Chi will entertain.

Cigars : Cigarettes
T o b a cco : Candy
Beer on Draught
CORNER
Cigar Store

N ew W ilm a 10c-Rialto-25c
W ith LESLIE HOW ARD
and BETTE D A V IS
STARTING SATURDAY!
MIDNIGHT SHOW!

5732

II

Auto accidents have increased our business
60 per cent. If it wasn’t for them, we wouldri’t
have much to do, said George A. .Johnson,
maker of artificial limbs.
Perhaps, if Sir Anthony were given a free
hand in present peace negotiations, Europe
could be made into a Garden of Eden.
If you own any stock in any business, you
are classed as a capitalist.

2 F I R S T -R U N H IT S
CLAIR TREVOR in
“ M y M arriage”
GEORGE O ’BR IEN in
“ O ’M alley o f the M ounted”
COMING SUNDAY I

“ CHARLIE CHAN AT
THE CIRCUS”
— With —

W arner Oland

The Wale§
Tab
Try this dressy shirt
with the high snug fit
ting English tab collar—
British stripings—email
colorful checks, whites.
Sanforized Shrank.

$2 — 82.50

Two Features — JACK BE N N Y in “ IT ’S IN THE A IR ”
BETTE DA V IS in “ DA NG ER OU S” — A Great Picture

ARRO W S

FOR DIGESTION'S SAKE— SMOKE CAMELS
CROWDED HOURS
—Studies, sports, in
tramural activities —
no wonder digestion
often rebels at the
strain o f college life.
Remember: Smoking
Camels promotes diges
tion and well-being.

“ Examinations and such things will only re
main as queer, half-forgotten formulas, acts of
dignity and deference—the marks assigned on
some method only understood by antiquar
ians:” — Stephen Leacock.
The administration had a very good reason
for building the “ shelter-belt” after all; from
the looks of the recent primaries in Oklahoma
and Missouri something is about to Landon it.

TODAY AND 8ATURDAY!

TODAY and SATURDAY l

“ The Petrified Forest”

Liberty Theatre—Saturday and Sunday

o f Typew riters
Phone

Wednesday evening.
Milton Anderson was a dim
guest at the Alpha Tau Omi
house Tuesday.
Jesble Powell, Marie Benson t
Agnes Ruth Hansen were Tueai
dinner guests of Alpha Chi Ome
Marion Brown spent last we
end at her home in Butte.
Peggy Myrick was a dinner gu
Wednesday at the Kappa D<
house.
Jane Guthrie had dinner Wedn
day evening at the Alpha
house.
Mrs. Minnie Allen Hubbard,
tional president of Alpha Delta
is to arrive in Missoula Sunday.

Delta Delta Delta announces the
pledging of Marion Harker of Deer r - — —
-------Lodge.
Janet Saunders was the guest of
Virginia Granville for dinner Wed
nesday evening.
Members of Delta Delta Delta en
tertained last evening at a recep
tion at the Student Union building,
honoring Mrs. Joseph Grigsby, na
tional president of Delta Delta
Delta. Members of the faculty, ac
tives, pledges, alumnae and local
friends of thq^chapter were in at
Corner Higgins and Front
tendance. Alumnae who came to
Missoula for the reception are Mrs.

“ W ife Versus Secretary”

W e Sell, R ent, Trade and Repair A ll Makes

Across from Smith Drug

Saturday, April 4
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.......... Fireside
Sigma C h i___ ____________Fireside

— In —

Typewriter Supply Co.
Higgins

Friday, April 8
Masquers.....................One-Act Plays
Fireside
Sigma N u -------- --------

CLARK GABLE, MYRNA
LOY and JE A N HARLOW

See “CHUCK” GAUGHAN at the

312

SOCIAL CALENDAR

F. A. Thomson, Butte; Mrs. Heidel,
Helena; Mrs. Reid of Butte, and
Mrs. J. R. Pollock of Helena.
Pan-Hellenic met Tuesday eve
ning at the Alpha Delta Pi house.
Mrs. William Mitchell and Hope!
Matthews of Dillon are guests at j
the Delta Delta Delta house.
Actives and pledges of Alpha
Delta Pi entertained the mothers’
club Monday afternoon.
Mildred Couper was the Wednes
day dinner guest of Nedra Galbreath.
Mrs. R. A. Young left Wednesday
for her home in Bozeman after
spending a week with her "daugh
ter, Hazel Borders. While in Mis
soula she was a guest at the Kappa
Delta house.
Interfraternity council met at the
Sigma Nu house Wednesday.
Grace Parker was the guest of

THE TERRACED MARINE DINING ROOM o f the Edgewater Beach Hotel,
Chicago. Those who dine at leisure also appreciate Camels for their aid to digestion.
"G ood times and good tobacco
'"ether," says Fred, maitre d’botcl o f the Marine
Dining Room. "So many o f our ^ j^ jj^ u o k e Camels. They are immensely popular."

T U N E IN I
Camel Caravan with
Walter O ’Keefe, Deane
Janis, Ted Husing, Glen
Gray and the Casa Loma
Orchestra
Tuesday and Thursday—
9p.m.E.S.T.,8p.m.C.S.T.,
9:30 p. m. M. S. T., 8:30
p. m. P.S.T.—overWABC *
Columbia Network.

Smoking Camels Assists Digestion
to Proceed Normally and Promotes Well-Being
and Good reeling
W e live in high gear. So much to do
and so little time to do it in! All too of
ten the rush and tension play havoc
with nerves and the digestive system.
How can one offset the effects o f mod
ern living—that’s the problem! Here is
an interesting established fact: Smok
ing Camels has been found a definite bene-

“ I HAVE TO EAT io
30 minutes—and a riveter
can't be walking around
with nervous indigestion,
on narrow beams hun*
dreds o f feet in the air,"
says Harry Fisher, steel
worker/’Smoking Camels
makes my food set better
and helps my digestion."

fit in promoting natural digestive action,
ramgk are supremely mild—never
get on the nerves or tire your taste. En
joy Camels as much as you like...for
their good cheer and "lift"... for their
rare flavor! Smoke Camel’s costlier to
baccos for digestion’s sake.
They set you right!

SHE FEEDS THOU
SANDS DAILY. Miss
Lenora Flinn, dietitian,
says: "W ith me, it’s al
ways Camels! Smoking
Camels during meals and
after promotes digestion,
causing increased flow of
digestive fluids. Camels
never jangle my nerves."
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STOCKINGS COLORFUL

ingly popular with men this year,
Panamas of a ll. types and sailor
star stockings are m uch m ore I straws will continue to find favor
fill this year and now the new- for men in the warm summer days.
hades o f henna and ru st cruise
:he ones to be w orn w ith the

Fashion experts say that the best

blue shoe, or, fo r a saucy concolor combination this year will be
, with black.

are the fashion, replacing oxfords.
Important in both dress and sports
wear are the square toes and heels.
If one desires to find a suitable
shoe to match their manlsh suit
they should choose one of the very
new fashions, namely, gabardine
with leather trim. Another favor
ite material In shoes this season is
Bucko, the reversed side of calf
which has proven itself to be a
very durable leather.
The broad strapped shoe with
long perforations is in keeping
with the square toe, also many
styles show tabs of lizard trian
gularly Inserted to trim the squaretoed kldskln shoe.
The stressing of the shoe for the
occasion’ gives prominence to kid
as a dress shoe. Kidskjn colors are
Marrona, the seasons volume
brown for the dressier shoe. Black
figures as a staple choice. The
darker russet shades,. Chaudron
and Cinnamon have their fashion
place in kid. Whites will be pop
ular as spring and summer 3ports
wear.

Today’s Fashions
For Women

navy blue and green, and that a
navy blue suit or dress set off by
Today’s fashions decree bright
FELTS CHOSEN
j a green flower, gloves, purse and
hat is going to be the last word In accessories—the suit made in tail
ored and dressy versions demand
'btw eight felts w ill be increas smartness.
these colorful touches. Four groups
of interchangeable a c c e s s o r i e s
linked to the black, navy and gray
suit, plays up saffron yellow,
bright green and London tan bags
particularly.
Repetition as a means of register
ing a particular theme has been re
sorted to In style shows In the
showing of Ebony, Sandalwood and
Ivory as harmonious costume col
ors. The three tones were com
bined in an ensemble composed of
a Sandalwood lynx trimmed coat
worn over a black crepe dress, also
in a jacket print dress patterned
Women Find Them as
in the three toneB.

Popular Model

MAN TAILORED
W orn

]}<* Suiti

Becoming as Misses!

Suits

Without doubt the universal
choice this spring is the suit. The
leader will be the three piece top
coat suit in its latest versions. New
combinations, different lengths in
the coat and the latest fabrics all
play a large part in making this
type of suit the female favorite for
1936. However, there Is a close sec
ond to this model, namely, the
mannish tailored hip length suit.
Tile swagger two piece and the
more formal hip length costume
also play an important part In the
new fashion revue. Fabrics in
these models are flannels, gabard
ine, tweeds and other clever sports
novelties.

Every time w e advertise
these man tailored suits,
they walk out in a hurry!
For wom en who know
quality realize that such
tailoring, and such fab
rics are a remarkable
combination at a price
as low as,

$22s0
TAILORED BLOUSES
Made o f linen, silk crepe,
fancy shirtings and satin
. . . printed cotton and
silk . . . at $2.50 to $6.95.

Dresses

The MERCANTILE..
« « MISSOULA’S OLDEST. LARGEST AND B IST STORE

LO O K QlcHnO>UHlS
IN .A UTILITY COAT?
.

.

.

Co u im

IF IT’S ONE OF THESE

Casualness seems also to pre
dominate in the new dress Btyles.
They are natural in silhouette with
soft, youthful lines in the bod
ice, rather subtle shoulders and
straight, simple skirts. The ma
terials are of a sheer nature, even
the wools. Prints are fashionable
due to their unusual and clever
color designs. Details in style of
the spring dresses are numerous
pleats and jacketed models with
bright scarfs and white neckware
accents. Navy and black are col
ors that will both have a smart be
ginning but grey Is the important
fashion color.
Silhouette gowns emphasise the
tiny waist, wide hip and full skirt
bodices are developed with de
tail of tucks or gathered sections
that are “ let in" as it were, to sug
gest fullness that makes the con
trast with the small waist more
pronounced. The full, skirt effect
is attained by a circular cut from
the waistline—which Is fitted and
snug as the 18-inch circumference
of an 1880 belle.
For almost any afternoon, the
lingerie trimmed dress or black
wool jacket costume with eyelet
embroidered blouse is being shown.
Also the allover pleated print dress
and the printed taffeta" tunic dress
with puff sleeves. The lace dinner
gown, the diaphanous printed chif
fon and plain chiffon gown with
trailing panel sleeves Is being seen
in formal wear.

FRESH and SALT MEATS,
FISH, POULTRY and OYSTERS

417 North Higgins Ave. Ph. 8191

T h e smartest group o f all-around
k n o c k -a b o u t c o a ts w e'v e ever
assembled

They're here . . . the same coats
that were pictured in V ogue . . .
the coats that Ginger Rogers and
other famous stars have In their
personal wardrobes. Slip one o n ...
you 'll en joy it instantly, and for
m on th s

to

c o m e . S tyled

fo r

smartness, built for service. Priced

KRAGSHIRE

Ginger Rogers now
appearing In RKORADIO PICTURE

"h U m

Sleeves and yoke lined with

Spring Costumes
Are Popularized
By Navy Blue
Fashion Shows D epict Gay Colors
As Essential to Leading
Styles of Season

Mannish suits fo r the welldressed woman Is this season's
decree.

this spring. The fabrics also carry
out this theme and thus prove that
the casual type of coat can verge
on either the dressy or sports
styles. In the latter case the ma
terials are tweedy, plaided, checked,
striped or fleecy while the dressy
coats tend more to fabrics of lacy
and nubby sleeves. Tailored and
petal collars, corded rolls at the
neck, scarfs, novel yoke lines and
inverted pleats In the back are all
Important features In the new 1936
spring coat styles. Too, there are
the youthful reefers in the fitted
type, and the belted wrap models.
These will be full length while the
more dressy and sport models will
be from three-fourths to seveneighths in length. Navy takes the
lead in the color parade for spring
with grey as a close second. Beige
is next and is best for sports wear
while black is the perennial smart
choice for dress coats.
Hats

Felts in slouch shapes are ace
high because of that casual trend
in the spring wardrobe of the fair
er sex. Sailors and other varia
tions of the roller brim styles are
also winners this season. Ribbon,
leather straps and feather fancies
adorn the more informal styles
while the very feminine models of
chapeaux are trimmed with veils
and flowers.

Navy blue Is accounting for a
large number of spring costumes,
among them the navy wool redlngote over a navy print dress,
bolero costumes, and crepe jacket
types. The navy Is most frequently
trimmed with a print or plaid,
often accented with red accessories
or adopting touches.
Short-sleeved printed silks are
numerically important, invariably
In bright colors on a black or navy
ground. Accompanying these prints
are either dark colored shiny straw
hats, flower trimmed, or a bright
sailor picking out the predomina
ting color of the print
Plain and flowered chiffons, or
gandie net, lace and printed satins
are widely represented. Off shoul
der decolletages are noted, or sug
gestions of them, as In an attrac
tive white chiffon banded at cam
isole neckline with white flowers
and with bracelets of the blossoms
around the upper arm.
And1then there’s gray represent
ed in chiffon, organdie, and net and
lace versions. Two sleek satin
models in large, multi-color flower
print, with cowl neck and halter
effect have been shown at various
fashion shows, one with a white
ground, the other black.
Patronize Kalmln Advertisers

EASTER GREETING
CARDS
5c - 10c - 25c

Shoes

All the vibrant colors are Im
portant in the sport shoe field, with
Marrona brown and navy, for early
spring and gray, at its best in re
verse leather. This season straps

Harkness Drug Store
Cor. H lgglns-Plne

Phone 5732

Coats

Casualness personified in easy
swaggers is the new trend in coats

Schramm-Hebard Meat Go.

P laid-B ack COAT
u worn by

Page Three
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Nothing could be more In
keeping with the spirit of
Easter than is the annual ex
change of greetings and good
wishes that characterizes the
day. Symbolizing as it does
mankind’s reawakened faith,
Easter Sunday surely afferds
all of us an excellent oppor
tunity to express our appre
ciation to our friends and
loved ones for all they've
done for us.
There is no nicer way to do
so than by sending Easter
Cards. Among our wide selec
tion you are sure to find ap
propriate cards for everybody.

Come in
and See
Our
New Spring
Shoes ...

Fashion Show
English D iplom at F ills Vacancy
Made W hen Prince of W ales
Became K ing o f England

Play Safe
Buy Your

The most popular contender for
the mythical title of world’s cham
pion fashion leader, since Edward
VIII of England has apparently
abandoned the honor, is the rising
young English diplomat, Captain
Anthony Eden.
.The latest business suit* advo
cated by Captain Eden is a twobutton single breasted peak lapel
model, with fullness at the arms
instead of the chest; the pockets
are without flaps. As for the fab
ric, it is made up of blue-gray
flannel with alternating red and
white stripes.
For accessories, Captain Eden
wears the ever-present black Homburg hat which, by the way, he
brought into popular exlstance; a
white starched collared shirt, red
checked tie and brown reversed
calf shoes.
King Edward’s two younger
brothers are also In the race for
the fashion leader role. Both the
Duke of Kent and the Duke of York
are followed closely by the world’s
clothiers. In his bid for fashion
leadership the Duke of Kent wears
a new style which bears his name.
It Is a double breasted model of
grey flannel with light overplald.
The lapel of the coat Tolls to the
lower button. The trousers are cut
quite full, breaking slightly at the
Instep. The widespread Duke of
Kent collar, which has been pop
ularized by American manufactur
ers, also goes to make up an Im
portant feature In his .outfit. A
bine, white speckled four-in-hand
tie which matches the band of a
Sennit straw hat sets the grey suit
off in surprisingly fine shape.
Incidentally white flannels and a
pair of brown or white sport shoes
will make the outfit into a very
complete sports attire.

Spring Outfit
At Barney’s

There is something
universal about the
appeal in

CLUB
CLOTHES
SCHABLE
HATS
ENNO
SHIRTS
INTER
WOVEN
HOSE
They are recognized leaders in style
and quality at low prices.

surrsandTOPCOATS
*18-50 to *30-00

Patronize Kalmln Advertisers

PHONE 2442

RAINBOW BARBER AND
BEAUTY SHOP

BARNEY’S

136 Higgins Ave.
Missoula, Mont.
MARCELLING
SHAMPOOING
PERMANENT WAVING
Haircutting by Expert Licensed
Operators

Men’s Clothing

THE STORE FOR MEN I

From EUROPE
To HOLLYWOOD
To YOU
Exclusive
H A R T SCHAFFNER
& M A R X Stylist

w

10

Prices range from

to

Leading World

YjilieitSumu

Y ou’ll be thrilled with the new leathers and combinations
lit our style selections, that range from the blunt toes and
flat heels to the slenderer streamlined models that reach
the pinnacle of daintiness — and you ’ll marvel at the
values; too,

$095

Anthony Eden

$

Brings You the

Continental Silhouette
Young men the country over have eagerly accepted the fitted silhouette type
of suit they see constantly worn by so many of the leading motion picture
stars. They like it for its high waist, its square shoulders and its trim, youth-.
ful lines. Robert Surrey brings you this fashion in the Varsity club model.
The colors are the newest and best for the Spring season — surf grays, powder
blues, some greens, and woodfork browns. The patterns are smart and include
cheeks, plaids, stripes and herringbone?. The fabrics include worsteds, gaber
dines, cheviots and flannels.

_____ F R E E ! ---------

PRIESS

Walnut finish student’s table
with each purchase of Royal
or Underwood portable type
writer. Price of table If
bought separately, $2.96.

tU T U d "

Office Supply

Dixon & Hoon Shoe Co.
X-R AY SHOE FITTING

GEO. T. HOWARD

Friday, April 3,1

Authentic Spring Styles
For Men
s p o r t s u it s

Subdued Check

i

Odd coats and trousers will again
hold popularity throughout the
spring and summer. Coats are l
higher in color content than at any
time in the past seasons. The rush
of color started in England and
bright red, blue, orange and yellow |
all hold top positions. The fabrics,
are worsted shetlands, cheviots and
saxonies. The extreme fullness un
der the arms brings greater com
fort to the wearer and the threebutton notched lapel single breast
ed coat made with either a long
center vent or two side vents and
with slanting pockets brings the
garment into its full share of pop
ularity, thus giving the man a
fashionable jacket for all types of
sports wear.
Odd slacks are mainly of solid
color. Gray leads the race and
many plaids are to be found also.

Is his prediction that 1936 will be a
bow tie year. Well dressed univer
sity men have shown a distinct 11kI Ig for bow ties during the past two
years. The most imporant bows for
the coming season are printed foul
ard and wool, all In the pointed-end
shape.
For correct four-ln-hand wear
during the late spring and early
summer, silk ties that look like
rough and natural linen will be
|most popular.
SHOES

The much-sought-after s m a r t
summer comfort is at last realized
in a new lightweight shoe that is
of extremely soft construction with
a flexible sole. The midway be
tween the lightweight and per
forated models are the plaited and
woven leather shoes which, while
ideal for sportswear and primarily
intended for such, will still be
worn by many for business and In
town. Flexibility and ventilation
are featured in all spring and sum
mer shoes.
Moccasins wll be a big favorite,
as they have in years past All
sportsmen are aware of the supe
rior comfort and wearing qualities
of a well made moccasion and the
woodsman tradition makes them
pre-eminently a masculine style.
The odd jacket and trouser en
semble calls for the all-brown buck
or reverse-calf shoe in white or
brown. These two styles may be

MEN’ S SUITS

The two-color chalk stripes suit
Is at the head of the spring cloth
ing parade. They are being taken
up by well dressed men throughout
the country. The leading colors
are red or blue and light gray
stripes on medium gray, red and
beige on brown and red and blue
on grayish blue. Another develop
ment is the chalk stripe on the her
ringbone ground.
The check and plaid fad Is very
much in evidence again this spring.
SHIRTS

At the present time the small
hounds-tooth designs are being of
fered and no color combination
seems too daring. Brushed cottons,
fancy oxfords, waffle weaves and
basket weaves, those with the
tweedy effects, are being sought
after too. Gay colored shirts will
also hold a prominent place in the
; well-dressed man’s wardrobe.
London advocates a new satin
stripe which iB on colored shirts of
broadcloth and madras. The most
popular combinations will be blue
with red and white stripes and
"brown with red stripes. Polychro
matic stripes on a solid color back
ground or blue shirting with red
and gray stripes will be extremely
popular this season also.
Collar styles are diverse, with
the wide-spread style favored for
mold patterns, and a modification
of the style a runner-up in favor.
The new and accepted soft wide
s p re a d collar has quite a high
neckband and whalebone stiffeners.
These stiffeners contain slots
through which the tie may be
slipped, thus holding the tie secure
ly in its place and assuring a per
fect knot.

classed as go-wlth-anythlng shoes
Either looks well with a white or
light suit The brown may hold an
edge over white as being appro
priate for the tan gaberdine suit.
There is hardly a mixed suit, hav
ing either dark or light slacks,
with which these two types clash.
Comfort is the watchword of the
new spring and summer shoes.
Some are perforated to make them
cool, serviceable weight is cut to a
minimum and they are made with
plaited leathers or with fabric for
the sake of comfort, freedom and
ventilation. The soles will be flex
ible leather or rubber.
MEN’ S HOSE

In solid colors as well as In pat
terns.
Brightly colored gloves and purs
SWEATERS
One of the fashion fads for this
From coast to coast sweaters of es—of suede, kid and patent leather
season comes in the blend of socks
slightly
brushed
lightweight
ma
with ties. The two-color hound’s—have been introduced from Paris
tooth check and similar designs terials are in demand. Colors be
knitted into llsles take the lead ing shown are of brown, blue, tan,
yellow, gray and white.
here.
The old-fashioned pullover is
Elastic'tops and half hose have
come to be extremely popular with still the great favorite for the vet
eran
sportsman. The button out
many golfers and tennis players. •
Dots and spaced figures are well fit is increasing In popularity, most
up front In the novelty class for all of the buttons coming out in
the current season. Polka-dots are leather.
Solid colors may get the call
set anywhere from three-fourths of
an inch to about two Inches. Clocks more frequently than checks and
oversquares,
but the latter have
appear on light shades for the most
part and lisle Is the leading mate style appeal and will be worn by
rial, although rayon still holds Its the younger set to a greater extent.

for the new spring season. A st
lng combination can be made
having your suit o f one color
your hat, shoes, belt, purse,
gloves of a vivid contrasting c<

PENNEY'SB

Men’s summer hose runs along
practically the same lines as in
past seasons. Tweed effect cloths
are being done in a wide range of
patterns. Porous materials that
will stand the gaff are being made

FREE DELIVERY
On Orders of
50 Cents Or Over

ON
Fountain - Lunch
Drugs - Cosmetics
Sundries

Hollyoak Drug Co.

THE SQUARE

...these are fashion “musts'
this se a so n !
Square toes a n d heels.,.so
youthfully collegiate, yet so
smartly chic even, in dress
ty p e s All the lp v e ly n e w
Spring styles a n d tones...in
materials that are a s new a s
Ihe latest c a b le from Paris..

• in fabrics
• in styling
• in tailoring

TOWN

CLAD

SUITS
F u ll cut, com fortable models
in the newest subdued check ma
terial reign supreme in spring

IQ -7 5 ;

snits.

DUNBURY TWISTS

Dunbury fabrics win the crown in the realm of fine clothing I
Smart shades and patterns I Sne long staple wool!

tones being woven with solid-color
stripes and crosB-hatchings.
'
Bow ties are coming back very
rapidly and in one of the most pop
ular, the Club bow, the knot is very
bold and is as wide as the blades
of the tie itself. One of the eastern
tie manufacturers has kept an ac
curate record of the sales of bow
ties for the past few years and it

DUNBURY WORSTEDS A

OGG

S H O E 'C O

The square toe and
heel model comes in
all-over w h i t e or
black patent.

Town Clad styling by foremost fashion experts In keeping
with modern imartnessl Expert tailoring by master crafts
men for trim fit and enduring service. Models for you I
Park, Illustrated, is designedJ a r man
w ith a flair f o r smartness. T w o but
ton, pooh la p el, concave shoulders.

NECKWEAR

Neckwear that is being displayed
...this spring is made up principally
'of woven, checks, overplaids and
many other designs; the patterns
are larger and the colors darker.
Certain markings of some of the
ancient shawls have been lifted
bodily and appear on the latest
foulards. In other instances just
parts of the patterns are used.
Grecian stripes, have been worn
for some time but were reintro
duced in London recently. Foulard
neckties in polkadots of unusual
combinations will be seen a great
deal and bow ties of polkadot are
coming back into the picture. One
of the interesting ideas in rough
material are the heather plaids^
one broad stripe showing heather

t U a < ***& „

Complete Showing
of
Spring Costumes

I want my cigarette mild, of
course— I hardly think anybody
enjoys a strong cigarette. But de
liver me from the flat, insipid kind.
I find a great deal of pleasure
in Chesterfields. They’re mild and
yet they seem to have more taste
and aroma. I enjoy them.

They Satisfy. .just about
all you could ask for

O 1935. L icostt & M y£ m T obacco C o .
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oderated W eather Allow s
Individual Workouts on Track
rry Adams W ill Start W ork with Aspirants in Their
Own Specialties After Having Been Hampered
Several Weeks by Cold Spell

Adams Announces

Track Coach Names Frosh Head
Early Next W eek ; Many
Meets Scheduled

o n t a n a

(Editor’s Note—Due to the
space limitations the editor re
serves the right to print com
munications only in part or to
reserve publication. All letters
addressed to this department
should be brief.- All letters
must be signed, although only
the initials of the communicant
will be printed if he so desires.
Unsigned or falsely signed
communications will be ig
nored. Statements registered
in this column cannot be con
strued as an indication of the
Kaimlh’s opinion;)

To the Kaimin Editor:
Why was the Open Shelf abol
ished?
Why was “ Three Cornered Moon”
a second-rate farce (perhaps I
praise it too highly) by an author
of whom I never heard before, and
who is probably unknown by most
of the student body, substituted for
such an admittedly great work of
dramatic art as “Ah Wilderness,"
by America’s foremost living play
wright, Eugene O’Neil, the winner
of a Nobel Prize?

Harry Adams, varsity track
coach, yesterday announced the re
shj opportunity to w ork with aspirants in their individual vised times and distances for fresh
nts fo r the first time yesterday. More than forty track men men to qualify as nu’merdl winners.
Freshmen who expect to earn
been w orking ou t fo r several weeks but cold weather has.
numerals must comply with the
pered all the efforts of the per-V
following requirements In their re
lers to work bn their own spespective events:
,ies.
Suppression in the University of
100-yard dash, 10.2; 220-yard
ie weight events have eight
dash, 22.6; 440-yard dash, :62; 880Montana is no new thing, as evi
working out at 2:30 o'clock.
The following basketball games I'ard run, 2:04; mile run, 4:40;
denced by the unwarranted, nar
Holmquist, Marvin Glover and are being played at the Olympic
row-minded ban on Vardis Fisher’s
two-mile run, 10:30; 120 low hur To the Kaimin Editor:
■is Newgard are practicing finals in New York today: Mc
dles, 16.4; 220 low hurdles, 26.2;
In view of the Kaimin’s past pol "Passions Spin the Plot.”
the javelin; Milton Popovich Pherson Oilers, national A. A. fj. |
It is rumored that the Open Shelf
pole vault, 11.6; high jump, 5 feet icy of publishing the campus news,
John Seidensticker, the shot champions, vs. Temple university;
inches; broad jump, 21 feet; shot the-release of March 31, 1936 re policy (one o f the most progressive
and Tex Glover, Louis Hartsell DePaul university of Chicago vs.
put, 39 feet 6 Inches; discus, 120 lating to the dropping of the Mas educational characteristics of the
George White, the discus.
University of Washington; Univer feet; javelin, 168 feet.
quers’ spring quarter major pro-’ upiversity library) was quashed be
)b O’Malley and Ross Young sity of Arkansas vs. Universal Pic
These requirements must be ob- ductlon, “Ah Wilderness," was ex cause of the books on it were pur
the:outstanding sprinters; Cap- tures of Hollywood, runners-up for
portedly too “ liberal” for college
obtained in one of the following tremely unsatisfactory.
Gene Davis, two letterman; the national A. A. U. champion
students, students who must some
track meets: Novice meet, April
For a story which warranted a
DVich and Bob Rutherford, one ship; Denver Y. M. C. A., national
18; Interclass meet, April 25; in front page, two column spread, the day learn to think and shift for
rman, the low hurdles; Bill champions of Y. M. C. A., vs. Utah
tercompany meet, April 30 or May facts given were sketchy as judged themselves (but they must not be
nberg, Clayton Olson and Stan- State. These are the five college
2 (date undecided), Missoula coun by the lowest of journalistic stand permitted to learn while getting
Petro, 440 men, and Petro, and three independent teams that
ty high school dual meet, May 7 or ards. A mere announcement that their education!)
ton Olson, Roger Grattan and won in the tryouts in different
It is much more widely rumored
9; telegraphic meet .with Idaho the production was dropped, with
ard Wheatley, the broad jump. parts of the United States,
freshmen (date ’undecided); Inter none of the essential whys and that “Ah Wilderness” was done
group works out at 3:26
o—o
away
with because one of the char
fraternity mdet, May 22 and 23.
wherefores included can hardly be
>ck.
acters was a- lady of doubtful
In order to make the Berlin trip,
Adams will name a coach for the termed a good news story.
3:50 the pole vaulters, includmorals . . . The hero, by the way,
the University of Washington will freshman squad early next week.
Rumor which logically explains
Fred Stein and Harold Duffy,
becomes thoroughly disgusted with
have to beat DePaul and then Mc
these omissions has not been lack
rman; John Gravelle, William
the rottenness of the "lady” and
Pherson Oilers. The Oilers are
ing. According to rumor, the play makes a happy return to his orig
hmore and George Jennings doped to win, but it will also be
was banned because one of the inal sweetheart whom he previous
:tice. Doug Brown, Gene Davis,
remembered that Stanford was
characters was a prostitute. Con
on Popovich, Bob Hileman and
ly thought had spurned his affec
doped to represent the coast and
jectures as to who instigated the tions—;a modern Aesop’s Fable if
er Roholt, the high hurdlers, Washington eked out a win at the
ban are widespread and varying.
k out at the same time as the tryouts in Seattle.
there ever was one!
If the rumors are based in fact,
iters.
There is every reason to believe
o—o
upon what foundation of "divine
■ownie Walcott and Seldon
that these rumors are well founded
It is also Interesting to note that
right” do those in power assume to in fact. If there are legitimate
bee, lettermen; Dong Brown,
Temple university has three Jewish
dictate what shall or shall not be
olt and Muchmore are the most
players on their team. Heil Hitler! Turnout Satisfies "'Coach; presented to a group of 2,000 per reasons for doing away with the
nising high jumpers who work
The fundamental rnle of the In
sons presumably rational adults?
Many Team position
at the same time as the halfternational Olympic committee is
If the rumors are not true and the
,rs—4:10 o’clock. The 880-men
Changes Made
to ignore racial, religious and po
story was not too hot to handle,
Leland Taylor, lettermen; A1
litical affairs as much as possible.
upon what basis is the news to be
helm, letterman, and Wayne
Grizzly football players have
If they did not adhere to this pol
censored, and, to whom has that
A Real Drug Store
hel.
icy, the games would never be held, been hampered by cold weather in power been delegated,' and by
te long distance men, Jack
523 North Higgins
as the world is always torn by con their workouts so much this quar whom?
Doug Williams, Horace Godter that the game between the
troversies of various kinds,
In view of the recent banning of
Cecil MUsburger, Harold
Golds
and
the
Blues
which
was
o—o
certain books from the library and
rns, letterman, and Ted Garscheduled for tomorrow was can
the discontinuation of the Open
Germany can hardly afford to do
on, take their one and twocelled and the whole schedule was
. Shelf, it seems that a policy of sup LOVELY TO LOOK AT
anything to jeopardize the games,
runs at 4:20 o'clock.
moved up a week. Douglas Fes
ON EASTER?
Dach Adams is pleased with the when it has spent more than 34 senden, head coach, said yesterday, pression has been inaugurated,
k turnout but states that the million dollars on preparations. “The players just haven’t had the which condition is not to be tol
erated.
They
also
anticipate'
more
than
have not been able to have
proper amount of practice neces
Personally, I should like to see
workouts. There is a decided three hundred thousand visitors, sary to play Saturday."
the facts of all news stories
for whom the nation' will be on
knesB in most of the weight
Fessenden is pleased with the
brought out, and wish to protest
good behavior.
turnout which includes most of the
its.
against any system of censorship
Here are some interesting game
novice meet is planned for
lettermen and squad from the 1935
or dictation which may be incipient
18, and varsity athletes, while figures:
varsity and also the outstanding
are not eligible to enter in the
M00,000 admission tickets have numeral men from the cub team. on the Montana campus.
been printed.
Gus B. Lange
t„: will be given their first
He has been changing men from
100.000 can be accommodated at
ice to perform in competition.
You’ll be at your lovely best if
one team to another and switching
one sitting in the Berlin stadium
you’ll let us help make you a
the position of players.
3.000 runners in Olympic Torch
charming standout in the holi
C
O
R
S
A
G
E
S
Captain Roy Babich and Bob
day parade!
ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
relay requiring 12 days.
Vogel, tackles, have been switched
Individually designed by
1,857 miles will be run in the
to ends, as well as Rylan Janes,
A lU tt’ a
BETTY BARNES
elay from Olympia, Greece, to
who has been transferred from cen
On display at
Berlin.
ter. Phil Peterson, back, and Har
MARY MOORE SHOP
800 seats are being provided in
old Babcock, end, are working at
114 East Main
Phone 5023
Saturday afternoon.
the Berlin Stadium press box.
the center position. Andy Morris,
267 victors is the maximum, each
isgers Will Talk Over Rules receiving a silver-gilt Olympic cub center, is working in the backfield, and is used as blocking back.
And the 1936 Schedule
medal.
Cold weather and snow have
Monday Afternoon
o—o
necessitated shorter practices so an
The 19 sports are track and field extra week will be spent in funda
Listen to What the Youngsters Say —
anagers of baseball teams plan- athletics, wrestling, the penthalon, mental work and conditioning.
; to enter the annual Interfra- fencing, hockey, weight-lifting, foot
ilty round-robin tournament are ball, polo, yachting, shooting, hand
sprinter. She is Carol Hambleton.
ad to attend a meeting Monday, ball, cycling, canoeing, swimming,
She has equalled the women’s
11 6, at 1:30 o’clock to discuss basketball, boxing, gymnastics,
Olympic record of 10.8 for the 100is, rules and a schedule for the rowing and equestrian sports,
yard dash as a junior in high
i season. John Blair, Forsyth,
o—o
school and has made excellent time
or sports manager, will have
The buying of student activity in shorter distances. She has also
W H EN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT
rge of baseball this year,
tickets is not compulsory at Ore exceeded the broad jump record of
BUICK W ILL BUILD THEM
he rules which have been In ef- gon State and as a result the the National Amateur Athletic fed
during the past years and spring sport and activity program
eration by one inch.
ch will be discussed Monday in- is in danger. Students are cam
o—o
paigning to sell 300 more tickets in
le:
It must be a tough life after all
ny team not having seven men order to reach the 2,000 mark,
for Jimmy Braddock. Every place
start the game within 15 mino—o
Hlssonlo, Montana
he goes the sport writers ask him
s of the scheduled time and nine
According to the International
how he is going to beat Louis. One
i at the close of the first inning News Service, Marquette has a col
day Jimmy became, sore and said1Ipse the game. The games will ored high Jumper who starts his
“Why don’t you ask Louis how he
'lve innings.
daily workout at 6 feet 6 inches, is going to beat me?” That’s the
’ a game is called off because but remember that is the same
right slant, but Joe Louis would
weather conditions or darkness news service that Catcher Davis
be liable to answer, “fightin’.’’
time after the end of the third alleged invented the story that he
o—o
ing, it will count as a game, was going to punch Pitcher Dizzy
Something new for track is being
eh a contest is called during an Dean.
introduced at Cleveland. It is a
iug, the score will revert to the
huge clock that gives the time and
of the last inning. Games post
At a dual track meet between result of all races a few seconds
ied will be played at the close Washington and Stanford on an
after the race has been run. One
he regular season.
indoor track at Seattle, three rec of them at the Interscholastic meet
ords were shattered. The 80-yard here would be a great improve
high hurdles was taken by Klopment.
stock o f Stanford in 9.7. The dis
cus throw was taken by Levy of
Stanford with a toss of 157 feet 6
inches.
Reynolds of Stanford
tossed the shot 49 feet Vt inch for
a new record.
o—o
rseshoes, Ping Pong, Badminton,
Montana still has a chance to
ihuffleboard, Croquet, Ontings
. . . so naturally you will
enter the Olympics. If any of
Will Be Offered
Harry Adams’ track men make a
choose that special new frock
j good showing, they will be entered
at The Leader, where you
ndividual sports for women dur
in the Drake relays which is an
spring quarter will start Moncan be sure of correct style
opening gun for the Olympic track
’ with horseshoes, ping pong,
at a reasonable price. Coats
mlnton, shuffleboard, croquet trials.
farm weather, ideal fo r tracksters, gave Harry Adams, track

Sport Sketches
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Communications

Times, Distances
For ’39 Numerals

M

Open Shelf and “Ah Wilderness,” inalienable rights of every Amer
ican.
why aren’t we told them?
The Open Shelf is a feature to
which every registered student is
entitled. The students, by virtue
of their payment of fees, are en
titled
to
recognize
first-rate
drama; by the same token, as sole
supporters of an apparently throt
tled Kaimin, the students have an
irrevocable right to the whole of
uncensored news! Free thought,
free speech, and a free press are

If these rumors are true, I
should like to know Just who the
"intellectual dictator” is who
usurps the Individual rights of
some 2,000 people, and presumes to
dictate to them various phases of
their lives by the imposition of in
tolerably malodorous restrictions.
Robert K. Johnson.
(Note — Certain

words

of

doubtful value to the logic of
the above communications and
conflicting with the policy of
the Kaimin have been deleted
or changed. Incidentally, Mr.
Johnson, are yob not confusing
the Pulitzer prize with the
Nobel prize in your reference
to Eugene O’Neil?)
James Adams, Kalispeli, has
withdrawn from school to accept
a position In Kalispeli.

Weather Halts

Blue and Gold

Game Saturday

RO BBIE’S

iseball Team

«

Heads to Meet,

OHjarm £>ljnppr

Discuss Plans

Buick Is the Buy

Murray Motor Co.

You’ll want to
look your
best
this Easter

niversity Co-eds’

Sports Program

To Open Monday

1 outings among those being ofMontana may yet be recognized
sd.
in the Olympics through a woman
’articipants in individual sports
st put in 14 hours in at least
) sports, completing these re-1 that can be used in post-sc oo
IRV1M6 BERLIN
rements by May 1. Tournaments days.
/Mwfc “ dWF 5
theBe sports will start May 25.1 There will be a meeting on ay
RKO-Badlo Picture
’his program has been planned at 5 o’clock in the women s gy®
that women may participate in for those interested in in v ua
1 gain skill in a type of athletics sports.

and suits, too, are most at
tractive in design and price.

Copyright1939. TboAmorluo Tobacco Company

A LIGHT SMOKE
OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO
A lthough the constituents of cigarette

ercise a favorable or detrim ental influ

paper are, in th em selves, unsurpassed

e n ce upon the products of com bustion.

in purity and w h o leso m en ess, it m ay, if

Paper for L u ck y Strike Cigarettes is

crudely fabricated, contribute a m arked

m ad e u n d e r o u r o w n s u p e r v is io n .

degree of irritation to cigarette sm ok e.

Sam ples of each lot of cigarette paper

Cigarette paper not o n ly en v elo p s the

m anufactured are subjected to the m ost

to b a c co in fo rm in g a c ig a r e tte , but

rigid analysis before it is u sed in mak

through its physical p roperties m ay e x 

ing L u ck y Strike Cigarettes.
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Luckies are less acid
E x e .il of Acidity of Oth.r Popular grand! Over LuckyStHk. Clgor.ttei

Recent chemical tests show*
that other popular brands
have an excess of acidity
over Lucky Strike of frd*n
r 1 53%fa 1007.
/L
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BAlANCE_______________
| LUCKY STRIKE
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•RESULTS VERIFIED BY INDEPENDENT CHEMICAL LABORATORIES AND RESEARCH QROUPS

- "IT’S TOASTED"
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LEADER

Your throat protection-against irritation
-ag ain st cough
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Faculty Members

(New Comedy

M Club Plans
To Give Initiates
Honorary Mixer

Plan to Attend

Cast Chosen

Spokane Meeting

By Directors

Whittlnghill R eplaces Sullivan
As New Leading O fficer;
Dance to Be May 9

Charles Whittinghlll, Helena,
.was elected president ot the M club
to replace John Sullivan, Butte,
president since last April. Other
officers elected were Carl Swanson,
Anaconda, vice-president, and Jos
eph Pomajevich, Missoula, secre
tary. These men replace Louis
Hartsell, Anaconda, former vicepresident, and Charles Whittinghill, former secretary.

Dr. Barnard Hewitt, director of
dramatics, announced yesterday
the cast of "Three Cornered Moon,"
Masquers’ major spring quarter
production to be presented Friday
May 8.

Kathryn Cope, Missoula, will
take the part of Mrs. Rimplegar
John Alexander, Whitehall, the
part of Douglas Rimplegar; Will
Baucus, Great Falls, that of Ken
neth Rimplegar; Betty Sherman,
Kalispeli, as Jenny, the maid; Don
Larson, Great Falls, as Ed Rimple
gar; Maryalys Marrs, Missoula, as
The total profit in the club treas Elizabeth Rimplegar; Koyne Os
ury now amounts to $385, made borne, Livingston, as Dr. Alan
possible by the large attendance at Stevens; Brad Smith, Missoula, as
the dance last fall and at the re Donald, and Jean McConochie,
Lewistown, as Kitty.
Orville
cently held M club tournament.
Skones, Missoula, will assist Dr.
All women in Individual sports Hewitt in directing the production.
“Three Cornered Moon,” a com
tournaments must have their
games played by Wednesday, April edy in three acts by Gertrude Tonkonogy, was chosen after it was
8, in order to receive credit.
decided to discontinue rehearsals
on Eugene O'Neil’s "Ah, Wilder
ness” which was to be the spring
quarter production.
Scripts for
Three Cornered Moon” were
ushed to Missoula by air mail, ar
riving here yesterday and rehearsal
on the play was begun.
The annual M club dance is to
be held May 9 in the Student Union
building. Arrangements for the
orchestra are now being made. The
dance will be a mixer, held in
honor of the newly initiated mem
bers.

Friday, April 3,;

KAIMIN

Saint Mary’s
Debates Draw
Large Crowds

Dr. Simmons, Merrlam, Daughters,
Ames to Speak at Regional
Conferences Next Week

‘Three Cornered Moon”
Play to Be Enacted
On May 9

MONTANA

Four members of the faculty will
go to Spokane, Washington, next
week to attend regional meetings.
President George Finlay Simmons
will give several talks at the meet
ing of the Inland Empire Teachers'
association on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday.
Dr. W. R. Ames, professor in the
education school, win give a report
on the work of Montana high
schools at a committee meeting of
the Northwest Accrediting associa
tion. Dean Freeman Daughters of
the educational school expects to
attend the meeting of the North
west Accrediting association, as a
member of the accrediting commis
sion representing the colleges of
Montana. This group will meet on
Tuesday, April 7.
Professor H. G. Merrlam, head of
the English department, will attend
a regional meeting of the Federal
Writers’ Project on Tuesday.

Joyce Memorial
P rize Contest
Is Announced
Awards to Be Based Upon
English Department’s
Recommendation

Henrikson to Help Aber
Orators Saturday for
Contest Finals
Two non-decisional debates
which debaters from St. Mary’s col
lege, St. Mary’s, California, met the
university team, were held Wednes
day evening in rooms 103 and 103
in the library. A large crowd at
tended the debates.
"Resolved, That Congress Should
Have the Power to Over-Ride,- by
a Two-Thirds Vote, Decisions of
the Supreme Court Declaring Laws
Unconstitutional” was the question
of both debates. Philip Quittman
and Arthur Mott of St. Mary’s, up
held the affirmative against Clyde
McCall, Whitehall, and William
Shallenberger, Missoula, in room
102 in the library. Arthur Mertz,
Missoula, and Carter Williams,
Boulder, of the university, took the
affirmative of the question against
Phillip Brady and Carl Schuck, St.
Mary's debaters, in room 103.
Dr. E. H. Henrikson, instructor
of debate, will be in Main hall
auditorium from 9 until 12 o'clock
Saturday morning to aid partici
pants who are entered in the Aber
Oratorical contest in the presenta
tion of their addresses. The con
test itself will be held Tuesday eve
ning, April 1, at 7:45 o’clock in
Main hall auditorium.

President George Finlay Sim
mons conferred with H. H. Swain,
executive secretary of the univer
Announcement of the Annie
sity and A. W. Engel, state pur
Lewis Joyce Memorial prize con
chasing agent, yesterday.
test has been made by H. G. Merrlam, chairman of the English de
partment. Prizes will be awarded
the best short stories written by
undergraduates.
The Joyce prize has been award
ed annually since 1905 by M. M.
Let the
Joyce, a former Missoula attorney,
in memory of his wife. The pro
ceeds of the endowment of $200
are to be bestowed in the form of
a medal or otherwise, at the option
Call Today
of the winner. Second and third
prizes will be a year’s subscription
Phone 2661
to Frontier and Midland. Awards
will be based on the recommenda
tions of the English department.
Three typewritten copies of man
uscripts are to be submitted to the
chairman of the English depart
ment on or before Monday, April
16. Manuscripts must bear an as
sumed name, the writer’s real
name being enclosed in an envelope
attached. Judges are to be an
nounced later.
Last year’s first prize winner
was Mrs. Rose K. Miller, Missoula

Clean Garments
for Spring!

Everything that the welldressed man can want for
his new Spring turnout,

Fashion Club
Cleaners

$7 to*10

Dixon &Hoon
X-RAY SHOE FITTING

Straight From New York To You

AND JUST IN TIME FOR

Mountaineers, Ski

DRESSES

Club Plan Jaunt
Party W ill Leave E arly Saturday
On Full Moon Scouting Trip

We've gone the limit this year
. . . come, see for yourself!
STREET f r o c k s , AFTER
NOON
frocks,
JACKET
dresses! Sizes 12-20. 38-44, 46-52.

Mountaineers and members of
the University Ski club will leave
Missoula at 4 o’clock Saturday
morning for the monthly full moon
scouting trip. The party will ski
up the canyon just north of Hard
ing peak In the Mission mountains.
It will be a strenuous trip, leaders
say, and only experienced skiers
should take the trip. They are re
quested to call either Professor
Hampton K. Snell, Dr. Edward
Little or Arnold Bolle.
Sunday the Mountaineers will
leave the Bitter Root market at
1:30 o’clock for the site of the new
projected Missoula ski course at
the “hogback,” seven miles up the
Rattlesnake valley. There is still
a foot of snow there and the site,
although uncleared, affords good
skiing. Those Interested should
call Dr. Edward Little, leader.

COATS
’Most any type you wantl Swag
gers, sports coats . . . checks,
tweeds, monotones I Dress-up
styles, too. 12 to 20. 38 to 46.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
Dr. Emerson Stone
Osteopathic Physician
Rooms 8 & 9, Higgins Building
Phone 2321

Dr. A. G. Whaley
Eyes Examined — Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway — Phone 4104

Dr. Georgia Costigan
Chiropodist

GABARDINE

For Men W ho Like Sweaters
There is nothing more comfortable than a
fine sweater. From world-famous knitting
mills come College Shop’s handsome all*
wool sweaters, in every color. From $2.50
up to $10. Boy swank Hacks to wear with
them. Priced from $2.95 up to $9.50.

206 Wilma

Borg Jewelry & Optical
Company

p

E
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Eyes Tested — Glasses Fitted

SUITS

Now you can have infinite variety in gab*
ardine. The Mercantile haa this ever*
popular material in dapper checks, many
shades of grey, blue, brown, tan. Tho
season's smartest fabric.
$f)£ *0 0
Specially priced at Just............ .. j y D

The MERCANTILE..
« « M IS S O U L A ’S O L D B ST , L A R G E ST A N D B E S T ST O R E

